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Abstract

In biomechanics, calibration of body segment inertial parameters (BSIP)
is crucial to take into account subject morphological specificities. To avoid
strenuous protocols, identification methods based on rigid body dynam-
ics laws have been proposed. Thanks to a motion capture system and
force platforms, these methods optimize BSIP by minimizing errors in the
equations of motion. These errors can be defined as the dynamic resid-
uals reflecting inaccuracies arising from estimated BSIP, as well as from
kinematics and force plate measurements. The current study aims at eval-
uating the part of uncertainty on the dynamic residuals directly related
to kinematics and force plate measurements. To answer this question,
we captured the movements of 10 participants performing a standardized
motion. We then applied a Monte Carlo-based approach to introduce
variations in the kinematics and force plate measurements, and evaluated
the reconstructed difference on the dynamic residuals. Results show that,
first, the BSIP evaluation using a regression method seemed to be an ac-
ceptable estimate for the studied subjects. Second, the part of uncertainty
in the dynamic residuals was significantly higher than the dynamic resid-
uals obtained. In conclusion, a subject-specific calibration of the BSIP
based on dynamic residuals, for this model and protocol, seems irrelevant
and prone to overfitting of BSIP.

Keywords: Inverse dynamics; Kinematics; Dynamic residuals; Optimiza-
tion; BSIP; Monte Carlo method
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1 Introduction

Computation of body segment inertial parameters (BSIP) has been shown to
be crucial in biomechanical studies [1, 2]. Specifically, the personalization of
mass, position of center of mass (CoM) and inertia of each body part makes
inverse dynamics more accurate and realistic. Several methods have therefore
been suggested to estimate subject-specific BSIP.

First, regression methods based on anthropometric databases collected from
cadaver studies [3, 4] or from in vivo body scanning [5, 6, 7, 8] have been pro-
posed to estimate BSIP. These methods aim at scaling BSIP based on subject’s
height and weight. The use of regression rules is simple and useful to get a
generic or average representation of human inertial characteristics. However,
such methods, based on averages from a limited sample of subjects, do not take
into account subject morphological specificities, e.g. obesity, amputated limb...

A second approach consists in using in vivo geometrical measurements [9,
10, 11]. These methods use 3D scanning or magnetic resonance imaging to
reconstruct segmental geometries. BSIP are then estimated by assigning density
values to the reconstructed volumes. These methods are accurate but expensive
and can be invasive (radiations).

More recently, a third family of methods has been proposed to estimate BSIP
in vivo. It consists in using motion capture and external force measurements
to reproduce the motion dynamics and find the best BSIP that fit with these
equations [12]. This problem was solved in two ways. [13] and [14] suggested
to write the inverse dynamics problem under a linear form with respect to the
inertial parameters. Then, a least squares method solved the optimization prob-
lem. Meanwhile, [15] and [16] focused on the 6 degrees of freedom (DoF) joint
between the floating-base system and the global reference frame as a measure
of the simulation accuracy. The optimization problem consisted in minimizing
the generalized forces at this virtual joint, that corresponds to the dynamic
residuals.

In their work, [17] stated that “the magnitude of the vector of residuals
gives an idea of the accuracy of the simulation, including the kinematic data,
the mechanical model and the ground reaction forces’ measurements”. Thus,
errors associated to kinematic data and force platform measurements directly
influence optimization results. This may cause overfitting, and distort the BSIP
estimates. Indeed, [18] defined overfitting as “asking too much from the available
data. Given a certain number of observations in a data set, there is an upper
limit to the complexity of the model that can be derived with any acceptable
degree of uncertainty”. Considering this observation is fundamental and requires
a rigorous analysis of the influence of these errors on the dynamic residuals.

Some studies have been conducted to analyze the uncertainties introduced
in the inverse dynamics calculus. On one hand, during the walking motion, [15,
19, 20] analyzed the variation of the resulting joint torques introduced by the
uncertainties of different dynamic inputs. On the other hand, [17] assessed
different inverse kinematics methods — particularly the effect of the kinematic
data consistency [21] — on inverse dynamics consistency. To achieve this, they
evaluated inverse dynamics consistency using dynamic residuals.

The current study aims at analyzing the influence of both kinematics and
force plate measurements on the dynamic residuals of the equations of motion
for a multibody human model. We adopte a Monte Carlo-based approach of
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error propagation from kinematics and force plate measurements to dynamic
residuals, presented in the next section. The study was conducted on 10 sub-
jects performing a standardized whole body motion. Results are presented and
discussed in Section 3, and a focus is made on the propensity of such residuals
to be used as a criterion to optimize the BSIP of such a model.

2 Materials and methods

For most biomechanical studies, regression methods are used to estimate BSIP.
In identification methods based on optimization, regression approaches are also
considered as the initial estimate of the optimization problem. Evaluating the
accuracy of regression-based methods in estimating BSIP is therefore impor-
tant in order to evaluate their validity when used to compute inverse dynamics.
Moreover, some studies identify the subject-specific BSIP thanks to the mini-
mization of dynamic residuals. As previously discussed, it then seems important
to evaluate if there is a risk of overfitting during the optimization. Therefore
the present study proposes to evaluate the following hypotheses:

H1: regression methods compute acceptable body segment inertial param-
eters (BSIP) estimate for the inverse dynamics problem;

H2: dynamic residuals can be used to achieve a subject-specific BSIP cali-
bration without overfitting.

To answer these questions, movements were performed by a group of sub-
jects. The experimental data were used to drive a multibody human model
scaled using a classical regression rule and dynamic residuals were computed
and analyzed to investigate hypothesis H1. Then, a Monte Carlo-based method
was applied to both kinematics and force plate measurements to determine the
uncertainty due to these errors in the dynamic residuals. This approach allowed
us to investigate hypothesis H2.

General notations In this paper, re, pe and dr refer respectively to the
reconstruction error, the platform measurement error and the dynamic residuals.
Considering x and y as the general notation of these abbreviations, εx refers
to the accuracy of x. For inputs of Monte Carlo methods, ∆εx indicates the
coefficient of dispersion on x-perturbed data. For outputs, ∆εxy indicates the
coefficient of dispersion on y introduced by the x-perturbed data.

2.1 Reference data

Reference data — data of the analysis pipeline without perturbation — are
evaluated using an inverse dynamics framework (Fig. 1) based on the methods
described in [28], [29] or [30]. In this study, all reference variables are marked
with ∗. Experimental data used as input of this step are the marker positions
X∗
exp and ground reaction forces of the two platforms F ∗

p (1) (see the experi-
mental protocol in Section 2.3).

F ∗
p =

[
F ∗
p1

F ∗
p2

]
(1)

The reference data are then computed by the four steps presented below
(Fig. 1). First, an inverse kinematics step computes the joint coordinates q∗.
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Joint torques are then computed in the inverse dynamics step by using the ex-
perimental ground reaction forces F ∗

p . For the inverse kinematics and inverse
dynamics steps, the accuracy of the results are quantified by assessing two in-
dicators: ε∗re and ε∗dr.

Inverse Inverse

dynamics

Joint

coordinates q∗

Ground reaction

forces F ∗
p

Motion capture

data X∗
exp

Reconstruction
error ε∗re

Dynamic residuals
indicator ε∗dr

Joint torques λ∗

kinematics

Reconstruction
error

computation

Dynamic
residuals

computation

Figure 1: Pipeline of our reference inverse dynamics problem. From the exper-
imental data (motion capture data X∗

exp and ground reaction forces F ∗
p ), joint

torques λ∗ are computed by the inverse kinematics and the inverse dynamics
steps. The accuracy of the results is quantified by assessing two indicators: ε∗re
and ε∗dr

Inverse kinematics The inverse kinematics problem consists in finding the
vector of generalized joint coordinates that best reconstructs the movement
from the experimental marker positions Xexp. For each time step i, the sum of
squared distances between measured and model-determined marker positions is
minimized (2) by using the global optimization method proposed by [31].

min
q(i)

f(q(i)) =

nm∑
m=1

‖Xmod,m(q(i))−Xexp,m(i)‖2 (2)

q(i) is the vector of generalized coordinates at time step i, Xmod,m(q(i)) the
coordinates of marker m obtained by forward kinematics, Xexp,m(i) the exper-
imental coordinates of marker m. The total number of markers is nm.

The joint coordinate trajectories are composed of the set of joint coordinates
obtained for each time step. Then, these trajectories are filtered using a 4-th
order Butterworth low pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 5 Hz and no phase
shift.

Reconstruction error computation Accuracy of the inverse kinematics
step is assessed by computing the reconstruction error εre. This indicator corre-
sponds to the average distance between real and model markers over the whole
recording period, defined as the global reconstruction error in [32]. Finally, the
average error for all markers is computed by Equation (3).

εre =
1

nmnf

nm∑
m=1

nf∑
i=1

‖Xmod,m(q(i))−Xexp,m(i)‖ (3)

nf is the total number of time steps i.
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Inverse dynamics The equation of motion of the system can be written in
the general form (4).

M(q).q̈ +C(q, q̇) +G(q) + λ+E = 0 (4)

M(q) is the inertia matrix, C(q, q̇) is the centrifugal and Coriolis force vector,
G(q) is the gravity force vector, λ is the generalized internal force vector and E
is the generalized external force vector. Ground reaction forces F ∗

p are consid-
ered as external forces, included in E. A recursive Newton-Euler algorithm [24]
is used to solve (4), yielding the vector of generalized internal forces λ.

Dynamic residuals computation Equation (4) can be developed as a floating-
base dynamics equation (5). The upper part of the equation describes the 6 DoF
motion of the base (e.g. position and orientation of the pelvis). The lower part
describes the motion of all the bodies in the model.

[
M11(q) M1∗(q)
M∗1(q) M∗∗(q)

]
.

[
q̈1

q̈∗

]
+

[
C1(q, q̇)
C∗(q, q̇)

]
+

[
G1(q)
G∗(q)

]
+

[
λ1

λ∗

]
+

[
E1

E∗

]
= 0 (5)

The subscripts 1 and ∗ refer, as proposed in [24], respectively to the first joint
(6 DoF virtual joint) and to all the remaining joints. So λ1 corresponds to the
vector of generalized forces at the 6 DoF joint. It contains 6 components: 3
forces and 3 torques along the 3-axis of the global reference frame (6).

λ1 = [Fx Fy Fz Mx My Mz]
T

(6)

Superscript T means transpose. When performing a motion, Fx is the antero-
posterior force residual, Fy is the lateral-medial force residual, Fz is the inferior-
superior force residual, Mx is the abduction moment residual, My is the flexion
moment residual and Mz is the internal rotation moment residual.

If the inverse dynamics problem is perfectly solved, all the components of
λ1 would be null. This property is then used to define the following indicator
of the accuracy of the inverse dynamics step: the dynamic residuals indicator
εdr, defined as the root-mean-square (RMS) of λ1 throughout the motion (7).
To allow for inter-subject comparisons, the three effort components of εdr are
normalized by the body weight of the subject (ms.g) and the three torque
components are normalized by the body weight times the height (ms.g.hs) [15].

εdr =
1

ms.g

√
1

nf


√√√√ nf∑

i=1

(Fx(i))2

√√√√ nf∑
i=1

(Fy(i))2

√√√√ nf∑
i=1

(Fz(i))2

1

hs

√√√√ nf∑
i=1

(Mx(i))2
1

hs

√√√√ nf∑
i=1

(My(i))2
1

hs

√√√√ nf∑
i=1

(Mz(i))2

T

(7)
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2.2 Perturbed data

To identify the uncertainty introduced by the kinematic data and the force
plate measurements on the dynamic residuals, we perform a Monte Carlo-based
approach, by running Monte Carlo samplings separately on both sources of
uncertainty. In Monte Carlo methods, the reference data are perturbed to obtain
a set of perturbed samples. For each sample, a known perturbation is applied
by adding a noise following a probability distribution. The perturbed inputs
are processed through the analysis pipeline. Then, we analyze the distribution
of the output error. The following two sections feature the differences in the
methods applied for each source of uncertainty.

Reconstruction error First, we aim at determining the influence of the un-
certainty introduced by the kinematic data on the dynamic residuals. To apply
a Monte Carlo method, a set of perturbed motions in which the reconstruction
error follows a known distribution is required. Since reconstruction error is a re-
sult of the inverse kinematics step, it can not be directly perturbed. Therefore,
we apply perturbations to the reference joint coordinates to generate a database
of perturbed motions corresponding to a specified reconstruction error. From a
subset of this database, which follows a known distribution, and by fixing the
reference ground reaction forces, the distribution of the dynamic residuals is
estimated thanks to the inverse dynamics step (Fig. 2). This step corresponds
to the inverse dynamics step in the reference pipeline (right part of Fig. 1) with
perturbed kinematic data.

Subset
selection in

the database

Inverse
dynamics

Ground reaction
forces F ∗

p

0 ∆̃εre

Database

εreq

Dynamic residuals
indicator εdr

Joint torques λ

Dynamic
residuals

computation

Joint
coordinates

q

Figure 2: Pipeline used to evaluate the propagation of the uncertainties intro-
duced by the reconstruction error in the dynamic residuals. It corresponds to
the inverse dynamics reference pipeline in Figure 1, using perturbed motions

To distort the reference motion, for each time step i, a Gaussian noise is
added on the reference joint coordinates q∗ (8) to generate all the perturbed
sample N (Fig. 3).

∀ i ∈ [[0, nf ]], qN (i) = q∗(i) + Nnq (0, σN
q ) (8)

nq is the total number of joints, qN is the vector of generalized coordinates at
frame i for the sample N and Nn(µ, σ) is a n-dimensional vector with random
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variables normally distributed with mean µ and variance σ. For each sample, σN
q

is randomly selected over the interval [0, σqmax]. The value of σqmax is arbitrarily
chosen to allow the maximal value of reconstruction error to be higher than the
maximal value needed for the subset selection.

Database

εreqReconstruction
error computation

Filtering

Source of uncertainty
0

Global
optimization

Filtering

Motion
capture data

Inverse
kinematics

q

εre

q∗i

Figure 3: Representation of the method used to introduce noise to the inverse
kinematics data. This method is used to generate a database which contains a
set of perturbed motions linked to their reconstruction error

Perturbing kinematics data aims at reproducing uncertainties introduced
by the motion capture and global optimization steps. To consider these data
as an uncertainty, we apply the exact same processing pipeline used for the
reference data construction (Section 2.1), which avoids very large accelerations
nonexistent in the standard processing. Thus, joint coordinates trajectories are
filtered using a 4-th order Butterworth low pass filter with a cut-off frequency
of 5 Hz and no phase shift and finally gathered in a database as shown in Fig. 3.

As the reference reconstruction error ε∗re is the minimal error that can be
achieved, we base the subset distribution from this value. We choose a recon-
struction error distribution of the subset following a uniform distribution over
the interval [ε∗re, ε

∗
re + ∆εre] (∆εre > 0). This distribution is reformulated in

the range [0, ∆̃εre], with ∆̃εre being the maximal relative reconstruction error
added (9).

∆̃εre =
∆εre
ε∗re

(9)

In order to constitute a subset of perturbed motions where reconstruction
errors follow the desired distribution law, we perform a random selection with
replacement on the database. It is conducted according to the previously defined
uniform distribution.

The dynamic residuals indicator εdr is then computed for each perturbed
motion in the subset using the reference ground reaction forces. Since the distri-
bution of the input (distribution of the subset reconstruction error) is uniform,
the dispersion coefficient should be associated with the range ∆εre. As some
outliers may appear, the dispersion coefficients of the dynamic residuals indi-
cators ∆εredr are not directly computed with the maximum and the minimum
values. Instead, standard deviations σ are computed and ∆εredr is defined in
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agreement with the range of a uniform distribution (10).

∆εredr =
√

12 σ (10)

The study we conducted (see Results in Section 3) is performed with differ-

ent values of ∆̃εre to analyze the influence of the noise added on the dynamic
residuals. To ensure the objective, the maximum relative reconstruction er-
ror added is chosen to add once the reference reconstruction error. Thus, the
method is repeated five times with ∆̃εre = {0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1}.

Force plate measurement error Similarly, to assess the influence of the
uncertainty introduced by the force plate measurements on dynamic residuals,
we use a set of perturbed force plate data generated by adding a Gaussian
noise. Inverse dynamics is then computed using both reference motion data and
perturbed force plate data to evaluate dynamic residuals (Fig. 4). This pipeline
corresponds to the inverse dynamics step in the reference pipeline (right part in
Fig. 1), but using perturbed force plate data.

Inverse
dynamics

Ground reaction
forces F ∗

p

Source of uncertainty
0

Joint
coordinates q∗

Fp

Dynamic residuals
indicator ∆εredr

Joint torques λ

Dynamic
residuals

computation

Figure 4: Pipeline evaluating the effect of the force plate data measurement
uncertainties on te dynamic residuals. This corresponds to the inverse dynamics
reference pipeline in Figure 1, using perturbed force plate data

In the AMTI specifications (see the reference of the used force plates in
Section 2.3), force sensitivities are reported to be less than 0.1% of the applied
load, with a minimum of 0,22 N. The accuracy of the center of pressure (CoP)
position estimation is reported to be less than 0.2 mm.

Thus, we apply two different Gaussian noise distributions respectively to the
forces and the CoP positions to generate all the perturbed samples N (11).

∀ i ∈ [[0, nf ]],


CoPN (i) = CoP ∗(i) + N3(0, σCoP )

FNP1
(i) = F ∗

P1
(i) + N3(0, σFP

)

FNP2
(i) = F ∗

P2
(i) + N3(0, σFP

)

(11)

CoPN (i) is the CoP position vector at time step i for the sample N , FNP1
(i)

and FNP2
(i) are the ground reaction force vectors for the sample N on platforms

1 and 2 respectively and σCoP and σFP
are the variances of the Gaussian distri-

bution for the CoP positions and for the forces respectively. The values of σCoP
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and σFP
are chosen according to the force plate datasheet. The uncertainties,

corresponding to the dispersion coefficients, will then be evaluated using the
3-sigma values.

We generate a set of perturbed force plate data, and compute the dynamic
residuals indicator εdr for each sample. In the same way as in the force plate
data, the dispersion coefficients on the dynamic residuals indicators are associ-
ated to the 3-sigma values: ∆εpedr.

2.3 Experimental protocol and biomechanical model

We applied the method previously described on experimental data. For this pur-
pose, 10 male participants (mean age±std: 27.5±5 years old, height: 180±7 cm,
mass: 74.1±7.3 kg) participated in this study. All subjects signed an informed
consent form before participation. An anonymization protocol was followed for
data safeguarding. The experimental setup was composed of 47 motion capture
markers placed on standardized anatomical landmarks as recommended by the
International Society of Biomechanics (ISB) [22, 23]. Motion capture markers
were recorded using a Vicon R© motion capture system with 16 cameras (100
Hz). Subjects stood over two AMTI R© 120x60 cm force platforms (1000 Hz),
each supporting one foot. Each subject visualized a video displaying an avatar
performing a standardized movement and imitated the displayed movements
(Fig. 5). These movements were designed to activate sequentially each degree
of freedom of the kinematical model used thereafter.

Figure 5: Different postures of the video guide. The video was generated using
an avatar animated from motion capture data

The whole body model used in this study is composed of 16 rigid segments
linked by 15 joints and exhibits 35 degrees of freedom (Fig. 6). A virtual 6-
DoF joint connects the pelvis to the global reference frame, allowing to convert
a floating-base system into an equivalent fixed base system [24]. To simplify
the inverse kinematics and inverse dynamics steps, the model is hierarchically
described, allowing the use of recursive functions [25]. Conventions for global
and local reference frame and for rotation combinations follow ISB recommen-
dations [26].

A preliminary subject-specific kinematical calibration was performed using
motion capture data [27]. Using a set of postures, limb lengths and model
marker positions were optimized to best fit captured marker positions. From
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F ∗
p1

−→
Y

F ∗
p2

−→
Z

−→
X

−→
Y

−→
Z

−→
X

model marker

rotational degree of freedom

translational degree of freedom

external force

global reference frame

Figure 6: Kinematic model, model marker position and external forces applied
to the biomechanical model (bones graphics are adapted from the AnyBody
Managed Repository: http://www.anybodytech.com/)

this calibrated model, BSIP were then estimated using the regression method
proposed by [5]. This regression method, widely used in human multibody
dynamics analyses, is the one evaluated with respect to hypothesis H1.

3 Results and discussion

The present study analyzes the uncertainties propagation in the dynamic resid-
uals. Such a study is suitable to assess the relevance of a BSIP calibration
achieved by dynamic residuals minimization. In the following sections, we will
analyze separately the influence of the different sources of errors using a Monte
Carlo-based approach (Section 3.1 and 3.2). We will then evaluate the part of
uncertainty introduced by these errors in the dynamic residuals values (Section
3.3).

3.1 Reconstruction error

We first computed the dispersion coefficients obtained from reconstruction error
propagation (crosses in Fig. 7, where each subject is represented by a distinctive
color). To compare results between subjects, the different coefficients are dis-
played according to the range of the uniform distribution ∆εre. The reference
reconstruction error being different for each subject, the abscissa values of ∆εre
are different among subjects.

For each component of the dynamic residuals, the propagation of the re-
construction error in the dynamics seems to be linear. To characterize it, we
perform a linear regression using a least-squares method on the results of each
subject (straight lines in Fig. 7). The regression function is constrained to have
an intercept at zero. This corresponds to a zero coefficient of dispersion with no
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Figure 7: Components of the dispersion coefficients ∆εredr of the dynamic resid-
uals indicators according to the range of the uniform distribution ∆εre. The 3
effort components of these residuals are normalized by the weight of the sub-
ject and the 3 torque components are normalized by the body weight times the
height

more reconstruction error added. The linear regressions result in a 6-coefficient
slope vector mre

∆ε for each subject. Furthermore, the R-squared value is always
within the [0.963 0.999] range.

From this result, we can assume that the uncertainty due to the reconstruc-
tion error corresponds to the dispersion coefficients obtained with ∆εre = ε∗re
(∆̃εre = 1). Therefore, a priori knowledge of mre

∆ε for a given subject enables
the computation of the uncertainty due to the kinematics only based on the
reference reconstruction error. As the reference reconstruction error depends
largely on the motion, we compare the consistency between subjects by using
mre

∆ε.
Fig. 8 shows, for each dynamic residuals component, the repartition of the

different slopes obtained by including the results of all the subjects. These
boxplots show that, for each component, the slopes are consistent while the
reference reconstruction errors are slightly different.

Moreover, the slope values are different according to the considered axis. For
instance, the uncertainty due to reconstruction error is smaller on the vertical
axis (z-axis) for both force and moment components. For the force component
on the z-axis, the relative influence of kinematics is relatively lower compared
to the weight which is influential in this component. Because the inertia of
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Figure 8: Boxplots representing the slopes of the linear regressions which eval-
uate dispersion coefficients on the dynamic residuals indicators according to
∆εre

whole body is lower around the vertical axis, the influence of kinematics is less
important on the z-axis moment component. Moreover, the results obtained
with the x-axis and with the y-axis are of the same order of magnitude. This is
probably due to the fact that the performed motion did not occur in a specified
direction unlike, for example, walking motions.

3.2 Force plate measurement error

For each subject, we performed a statistical analysis of the repartition of the
dynamic residuals indicators after the propagation of the force plate data mea-
surement uncertainties. Fig. 9 represents the resulting dispersion coefficients.
The magnitude of the results seems to be consistent for every subject.

Fz Mx My Mz

1.6

1.2

0.8

0.4

0

∆
εp
e
d
r

×10−6

FyFx

Figure 9: Boxplots representing the dispersion coefficients in the dynamic resid-
uals indicators after the propagation of the force plate data measurement uncer-
tainties. The 3 effort components are normalized by the weight of the subject
and the 3 torque components are normalized by the body weight times the
height
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3.3 Comparison with the reference dynamic residuals

One of the purposes of the study was to evaluate the possibility of refining BSIP
based on dynamic residuals minimization without overfitting (H2). Therefore,
we compare the reference dynamic residuals to the uncertainties introduced
by the reconstruction error and by the force plate measurements. The global
uncertainties ∆εdr (12) are obtained from the different uncertainties computed
separately (Sections 3.1 and 3.2). The first part of (12) corresponds to the
uncertainties due to the reconstruction error and the second part corresponds
to the uncertainties due to the force plate data measurement.

∆εdr = ε∗re.m
re
∆ε + ∆εpedr (12)

First of all, it is easy to see that the part of uncertainty due to the force plates
measurement was significantly lower than the one due to the reconstruction
error (5 orders of magnitude lower). This source of uncertainty can therefore
be neglected in this study. Fig. 10 shows the reference dynamic residuals along
with the uncertainties in the dynamic residuals for each subject.
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Figure 10: Reference dynamic residuals indicators and global uncertainties in
the dynamic residuals indicators for each component. Each graph represents
the results with one subject

For all subjects, the mean value and the standard deviation (mean(std)) of
the reference force components dynamic residuals indicators is 2%(0.6%) (per-
centage of the weight of the subject) and for the reference torque components is
1.3%(0.7%) (percentage of the weight times the height). These orders of magni-
tude of inverse dynamics inconsistency are similar to the values obtained by [14]
after a subject-specific BSIP calibration. These results seem to indicate that
the regression-based BSIP evaluation is an acceptable estimate to calibrate the
model, fully supporting hypothesis H1. This might be attributed to the fact
that the volunteers were regular people (healthy, no high-level athletes, neither
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underweight nor obese: Body Mass Index within [18.5 30] range). So we can
suppose that, for these subjects, the anthropometric data of [5] were close to
the subject-specific parameters.

Overall, the uncertainties in the dynamic residuals are higher than the ref-
erence dynamic residuals, except for the vertical moment component (z-axis).
However, for this component, the difference between the global uncertainty and
the reference value is low compared to the other differences.

The study shows that, in the computation of dynamic residuals, uncertain-
ties introduced by kinematic data and by force plate measurements are too high
to use these residuals to achieve a subject-specific BSIP calibration. Indeed,
the residuals are here widely explained by the reconstruction error and min-
imizing them to achieve a BSIP calibration would lead to erroneous results.
In conclusion, with regard to those results, the experimental protocol and the
multibody model used, hypothesis H2 is refuted. This result partly contradicts
some recent studies about BSIP calibration [14, 16]. Some lines of approach are
proposed below to explain these contradictions.

First, we showed that reference dynamic residuals in our study were similar
those obtained by [14] after a subject-specific BSIP calibration. That means
that the inconsistency of the inverse dynamics problem is small. This makes it
difficult to use this inconsistency to achieve a subject-specific BSIP calibration.
Therefore, the method would meet a more competitive challenge with non-
regular people, for example high-level athletes or amputees.

Moreover, our study showed that uncertainties introduced by the kinematic
data explain most of the dynamic residuals. To reduce the influence of the
kinematic errors on dynamic results, [33] and [34] proposed a global resolution
of the inverse dynamics (least-squares method). Unlike the recursive Newton-
Euler algorithm which propagates the errors along the kinematical chain, the
least-squares method determines joint torques that better respect the global
dynamic balance. By considering all the time steps simultaneously, [33] also
proposed to eliminate constant bias as a wrong BSIP estimation. However,
even for only one time step, using this method requires the implementation and
the resolution of a large and complex system of equations, for which it is often
difficult to find a solution and for which an initial guess is required to start the
optimization. This problem is then increased tenfold by considering all the time
steps simultaneously. This is why such a method asks for further developments
to be fully usable as a solution to the BSIP estimation problem.

Finally, the kinematic model used in the current study was relatively simple.
For example the complex structure of the shoulder was here modeled as a spher-
ical joint which does not allow to take into account the motion of the clavicle or
the sliding of the scapula. Thus, the reference reconstruction error — average
of 1.4 cm — is more important than data available in the literature [35] for the
lower part of the body. This can have two different impacts on the performed
study.

On one side, the reconstruction error introduced by the use of this model
could directly introduce dynamic residuals. Complementary studies could be
explored: a first approach could consist in adaptively modifying the kinematical
model depending on the most important reconstruction error. This could for
instance take into account the complex closed-loop geometry of the shoulder [36]
or a detailed lumbar spine model [37]. A second approach could be to select
only a set of motion sequences to perform BSIP calibration, by selecting only
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sequences where the uncertainties introduced by the reconstruction error would
be sufficiently low to achieve a subject-specific BSIP calibration. Acting on
the same principle, [38] suggested a method to select sequences of motion with
optimal excitation properties. These two methods could be then combined.

On the other side, the reconstruction error introduced by the use of this
model could introduce an additional uncertainty without adding dynamic resid-
uals. This seems the case here because, despite the important reconstruction
error, reference dynamic residuals are similar to those obtained with a subject-
specific calibrated model [14]. However, the model could be improved by better
understanding uncertainties introduced by kinematic data. For this end, we can
use soft tissue artefacts (STA) models [39]. These artifacts have been recognized
to be the major source of error in human motion analysis [40]. The reconstruc-
tion error could also be computed by weighting differently each marker, unlike
the global indicator used in this study. As [17] proposed to assign weights to each
marker during the global optimization method — according to STA related to
the considered segment —, weights may reflect the impact of the marker recon-
struction error on dynamics. Indeed, the impact of marker reconstruction error
on dynamic residuals is influenced by its position in the kinematic model. For
example, the reconstruction error of markers of the hand (distal segment with
low mass) has probably a lower impact on the dynamics than the reconstruction
error of markers of the trunk. Moreover, a segment with several markers has
a stronger impact on the reconstruction error computation whereas its impact
on the dynamics is not necessarily dominant. In this manner, we could use a
Monte Carlo approach to add noise on each marker, proportionally to its ref-
erence reconstruction error. This would probably add some noise close to the
characteristics of the reference reconstruction error.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a method to quantify the uncertainties propagation
in the dynamics of multibody human models. In particular, we assessed possi-
bility of minimizing dynamic residuals to calibrate BSIP of the model without
overfitting.

In addition to BSIP, two sources of uncertainties are propagated in the in-
verse dynamics problem: kinematic data and force plate data. We performed
a Monte Carlo-based approach, by running Monte Carlo samplings separately
on both sources of uncertainty to assess their propagation their propagation in
the dynamic residuals. The global uncertainty introduced was then compared
to the dynamic residuals obtained with the reference pipeline.

Our study allowed to assess two hypotheses presented at the beginning of
this paper. First, estimating BSIP with regression methods seems to provide an
acceptable subject-specific approximation, as hypothesized in H1. Second, the
introduced uncertainties were significantly higher than the reference dynamic
residuals. Therefore, using dynamic residuals for subject-specific BSIP calibra-
tion does not guarantee that overfitting can be avoided, thus not supporting
hypothesis H2. Some lines of approach were proposed to explain these results
and to improve the uncertainty propagation understanding in multibody human
model dynamics.
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